712 CORPORATE BODY NAME – SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITY

Field Definition
This field contains the name of a corporate body considered to have secondary responsibility for a work, in access point form.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicators are as for field 710.

Subfields
Subfields are as for field 710 with the following additions.

$\text{s}$ Part or Role played
The name of a role interpreted, played or sung by the corporate body designed by the access point. This subfield is especially used in records for audiovisual material (motion pictures, sound or video recordings of theatre plays or operas or other vocal works). It is used when $4$ is present and contains values such as "275" (Dancer), "721" (Singer), etc. Repeatable.

$\text{s}$5 Institution to which the Field Applies
Name of institution to which field applies in coded form if it is considered necessary by the agency which create the record to identify specific attributes of an item.

If the subfield is used codes should be entered in accordance with the provisions of International Standard Identifier for Libraries and Related Organizations (ISIL), ISO 15511. (Existing records may contain codes from MARC Code List for Organizations, the full name of the agency or a national code.) If the institution holds more than one copy the shelfmark of the item should be added after a colon. Not repeatable.

Notes on Field Contents
The same guidelines apply as for field 710.

The field is used, where applicable for printers, publishers, former owners and others connected with the production or history of particular volumes.

Subfield $\text{s}$5, Institution to which Field Applies is used only when the added entries are peculiar to an individual copy. It is generally used for older monographic publications (antiquarian).

Related Fields
200 $\text{sf, sg}$ TITLE AND STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY, First Statement of Responsibility, and Subsequent Statement of Responsibility

Data in field 200 is recorded as it appears on the item. The name of the corporate body mentioned in $\text{sf}$ or in $\text{sg}$ to which is attributed secondary responsibility for the item (if any) will be entered in field 712 in access point form.
710 CORPORATE BODY NAME – PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY

The name of the first corporate body mentioned in the title page with primary responsibility should be entered in field 710. Names of corporate bodies with secondary responsibility are entered in 712. In the majority of cataloguing rules, it is possible for a body to have secondary responsibility without any body with primary responsibility being present in the record. Therefore field 712 can be present without a field 700, 710, or 720.

712 CORPORATE BODY NAME – ALTERNATIVE RESPONSIBILITY

Alternative means a second or further instance of primary responsibility. However, if the record is catalogued according to rules which do not recognise the concept of main entry or the source format does not separately identify it, all corporate names should be entered in field 711.

Examples

The form of the data in the examples under field 710 applies equally here. Below are given examples of a corporate body with secondary responsibility.

EX 1: 712 02$aIEA Coal Research

On title page: Coal research projects, United Kingdom, London, IEA Coal Research. IEA Coal Research is given as publisher, but clearly has a greater degree of responsibility for the item than a publisher usually has.

EX 2: 712 02$aNacionalna i sveučilišna biblioteka$bKnjigoveznica$cNSB: R IV-4º -5b

This copy of J. W. Valvasor's *Crain*, 1689 was rebound in the Binding Department of the National and University Library (Nacionalna i sveučilišna biblioteka), Zagreb, on 23 May 1991.